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Research Improving People's Lives (RIPL)

Description:

RIPL is a tech-for-social-impact nonprofit that works with governments to help them use data, science, and
technology to improve policy and lives. We equip our policy leaders to create policy that works; delivering
measurable improvement per dollar spent for Americans in need.

Stakeholder(s):
Governments :
Our scientists and policy experts partner with government
leaders to frame their challenges, and develop and deliver the
best science approach to solve them. Our technologists design
databases, applications, and user experiences that make policy
delivery effective and engaging.

Policy Leaders :
We partner with policymakers so that they can use data,
science, and technology to positively impact lives, solve press-
ing social challenges, and build their own capacity to innovate
and measure success going forward.

RIPL Team :
We hold ourselves and each other accountable for demonstrat-
ing the Leadership Attributes through our actions every day.
Our Leadership Attributes describe how RIPL does business,
how leaders lead, and how we keep our partners at the center of
our decisions. Our unique culture, described by our Leadership
Attributes, guides us in our pursuit of excellence.

Mintaka Angell :
Chief Operating Officer

Susan Athey :
Board Member and Research Faculty Affiliate

Sam Baldock :
Director of Policy

Eric Chyn :
Board Member and Research Faculty Affiliate

Nile Dixon :
Software Engineer

Maggie Finney :
Director of Operations

Richard Gilbert :
Board Member and Research Faculty Affiliate

Marcelle Goggins :
Data Engineer

Samantha Gold :
Economic Analyst

Micah Gordon :
Product Manager

Ethan Guy :
Principal Project Manager

Kyle Hancock :
Associate Director of Technology — continued next page

Justine Hastings :
Founding Board Member and Research Faculty Affiliate

Michael Hicklen :
Director of Cloud Engineering

Mark Howison :
Senior Director of Research and Technology

Scott Jensen :
CEO

Suzan LeVine :
Board Member

Joe Long :
Data Scientist

Daniel Molitor :
Economic Analyst

Ruben Rahman :
Deputy Director of Policy

Madelyn Rahn :
Deputy Director of Policy

John Ratliff :
Senior Fellow

Amelia Roberts :
Senior Product Manager

Karen Shen :
Economist

Sarah White :
Director of Product Innovation

April Yee :
Product Manager

Seth Zimmerman :
Research Faculty Affiliate

RIPL Partners :
RIPL partners with innovative leaders across the country for
impact. Our key partners, past and present, are included below.
Reach out to connect@ripl.org for partnership opportunities!

AWS

CZI :

The College Board
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Colorado Department of Labor and Employment

Hawaii Department of Labor & Industrial
Relations

National Governors Association

NSF

National Bureau of Economic Research

New Jersey Department of Labor & Workforce
Development

Rhode Island Department of Corrections

Rhode Island Department of Education

Rhode Island Department of Labor & Training

Rhode Island Executive Office of Health &
Human Services

Rhode Island Office of the Secretary of State

Rhode Island Office of the Governor

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Russell Sage Foundation

Smith Richardson Foundation

Social Security Administration

Virginia Office of the Governor

Walmart Foundation

Washington State Employment Security
Department

William P. Wood Brown '78

William T. Grant Foundation
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Vision
Solutions for next generation government.

Mission
To impact policy and improve lives.

Values
Leadership: RIPL Leadership Attributes ~ RIPL leaders strive to meet these standards together. In all our hiring
searches, we are looking for leaders who are excited to exemplify these attributes and help their teammates exemplify
them as well.

Attention: Secure leader who listens attentively and well, asks questions, and is comfortable not having all the
answers immediately. They know when to identify answers themselves or reach out to subject experts to find them.
They are able to take appropriate action, including making difficult decisions when necessary. They are confident to
think broadly and act outside of the box.

Decisiveness

Positivity: Positive, optimistic, and trust-building. Leaders encourage others to enjoy the work, each other and the
organization’s wins. Leaders listen attentively and treat others respectfully; they are not afraid of admitting mistakes to
others and working to correct them.

Optimism

Respect

Trust

Courage: Bold, inspirational, motivating and empowering to staff, funders, the board and partner organizations.
Leaders inspire others to raise their hands and say, “How can I be a part of that?”

Inspiration

Stakeholders (continued)
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Empowerment

Reliability: Leaders are reliable and accountable, and communicate to staff, partners, and clients clearly and
succinctly. Leaders always do what they say they are going to do and communicate clearly if or when adjustments
need to be made. They can be counted on to deliver when asked. They can take input and direction from staff and
others.

Accountability

Communication

Principles: Principled and values driven. Leaders uphold the organization’s values of integrity, trust, and scientific
rigor, inside and outside of the office. They are committed to using data and science to deliver results that measurably
improve lives. They show humanity and a moral compass in making decisions.

Values

Data

Science

Humanity

Quality of Life

Initiative: Takes initiative, whether it is starting something new, solving a problem or taking on whatever work needs
to be done. Leaders don’t pass a defect forward for someone else to fix; they proactively look for ways to improve the
organization and the work.

Proactivity

Collaboration: Collaborator with a strong relationship-building orientation inside and outside the organization.
Leaders are comfortable and effective working in a group environment requiring team building, mentoring, delegating
and compromising. They believe that a team of people and organizations working towards the same goal together is
better than one hero. They approach relationship-building with a strategic eye for forging partnerships that produce
more results than the sum of independent efforts would.

Relationships

Quality: Continually raises the quality bar for themselves, their colleagues, and the organization. Leaders inspire their
teams to achieve great heights through efficient, creative, and hard work. They relentlessly deliver high quality work;
they pay attention to detail and instill the desire for the highest quality work throughout the organization. They work to
constantly earn and keep team and partner trust; they ensure that problems do not get sent down the line and that they
are fixed so that they stay fixed.

Continuous Improvement

Learning: Continuous learner showing introspection, listening to understand and curious about new ways of doing
things. Leaders think creatively, taking in new information and incorporating it into their work. They are not afraid to
change direction in response to new information if it is in the best interest of the organization.

Information

Introspection

Management: Skilled manager. Leaders know when to delegate and how to motivate and mentor their staff to
empower them to produce high-quality work and proactively seek ways to further the organization’s mission. They
communicate clear expectations and accept feedback without repercussions. They create a culture of problem-solving,
initiative, and collaboration. They address problems in a timely, fair, and thoughtful manner.

Skill

Delegation
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Policymaking & Pathways
Use data, science, and technology to drive evidence-based policymaking and strong pathways
from poverty to prosperity

_88db8516-59ea-11ec-9395-27312783ea00

RIPL is leading the national effort to use data, science, and technology to drive evidence-based policymaking and
strong pathways from poverty to prosperity. RIPL’s approach turns facts into results by combining high-powered
research, policy expertise, and technical know-how to give governments the tools they need to better serve their
communities. We believe success comes from partnership every step of the way. We help our partners develop a
culture of asking the right questions and using data to objectively answer them. We deliver the tools needed to identify
answers and turn those answers into actionable steps to improve lives.

1. Facts

Put facts at policymakers’ fingertips

Putting Facts at Policymakers’ Fingertips ~ We build bridges between policy challenges and scientific solutions.
We take large-scale, difficult-to-use data from across county, state and federal agencies, and transform them into
relational databases which put the facts you need at your fingertips.

• How can early investments in infant health improve educational and college attendance outcomes?
• Can labor training programs help reduce recidivism?
• How can we help workers get on reliable pathways to in-demand careers?
• How can partnerships with utility and energy companies help families in need keep their lights on?
• How can data and science inform support services to fight the opioid epidemic?
• How do photo ID laws impact voter registration and turnout?

By turning unwieldy administrative record systems into reliable data for insights, we help our partners ask and
answer the questions they need to improve policy and provide better services to their communities. We help
build trust, create lasting relationships, and contribute know-how to foster long-term government capacity for
data-driven policy improvement.

Stakeholder(s):
Policymakers
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2. Questions & Challenges

Build cloud systems to produce research results that matter

Best-in-Class science and technology to understand what works and why ~ We design data to answer these
questions and build the scientific-grade solutions to solve pressing challenges. We build cloud systems to
produce research results that matter. Our scientists and technologists work with our partners to create and deploy
a cloud-based Research Data Lake (RDL) of administrative data, which empowers government to use its own
data to instantaneously power insights, and to safely and securely partner with researchers to develop and
productionize policy improvements with measurable impact. RDLs deliver the technology infrastructure to
integrate existing government data; create a secure, research-ready environment; and feed APIs so that
governments can use the best-in-class data visualization, predictive modeling, Artificial Intelligence-powered
interventions, and causal analysis tools. Our open-source software integrates data across domains and creates
documented derived tables for comprehensive, robust insights that improve outcomes for families in need across
health, education, employment, and crime.
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3. Action

Deploy scalable, sustainable technology and interventions to take science into production

Turn Facts into Action ~ Deploy scalable, sustainable technology and interventions to take science into
production. We turn research into results using market research, behavioral science, economics, and data to
figure out what will improve lives, and then make it into reality. Our interdisciplinary team of economists, data
scientists, and policy experts work directly with our partners from the start to finish developing applications. We
work with our partners to develop technology applications and policy improvements, design implementation
plans, launch a pilot, and measure success. Our interventions and applications have included:

• Launching scalable cloud technology to make Rhode Island the first state in the country to pay
Pandemic Unemployment Assistance claims.

• Using Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence to connect workers to in-demand careers.
• Designing and implementing a light-touch, high-tech scholarship program to help low-income

students stay on the pathway to college.
• Developing the science and tech infrastructure for a low-cost, data-driven pilot to leverage a bigger

impact for families for each dollar spent on SNAP.
• Building a data-driven tool to connect dislocated workers to benefits faster while reducing cost and

bureaucratic burden on government.
• Designing a low-cost program to reduce recidivism by connecting recent releasees to benefits

programs to reduce recidivism.
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